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Abstract—Long-term visual tracking is a challenging problem.
State-of-the-art long-term trackers, e.g., GlobalTrack, utilize
region proposal networks (RPNs) to generate target proposals.
However, the performance of the trackers is affected by occlusions
and large scale or ratio variations. To address these issues, in
this paper, we are the first to propose a novel architecture
with transformers for long-term visual tracking. Specifically,
the proposed Visual Tracking Transformer (VTT) utilizes a
transformer encoder-decoder architecture for aggregating global
information to deal with occlusion and large scale or ratio
variation. Furthermore, it also shows better discriminative power
against instance-level distractors without the need for extra
labeling and hard-sample mining. We conduct extensive experi-
ments on three large-scale long-term tracking datasets and have
achieved state-of-the-art performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Long-term visual tracking, first proposed in [1], is a chal-
lenging sub-problem in visual object tracking, where videos
are much longer and the target may constantly disappear, be
occluded, change drastically in scales and aspect ratios, or be
confused with similar distractors during tracking. Long-term
tracking, by definition, is closer to real-life tracking scenarios,
hence it has a great potential in many real-life applications,
including smart surveillance [2], UAV monitoring [3] and
autonomous driving [4].

Many existing approaches have been proposed for long-
term tracking, such as TLD [1], SPLT [5], DaSiam LT [6],
EBT [7] and GlobalTrack [8]. GlobalTrack, specifically, has
achieved great progress with a Faster-RCNN-like two-stage
architecture and a pure global-search paradigm. However, its
performance degrades when it faces challenging scenarios.
Specifically, when occlusion, large scale or ratio variation and
instance-level distractors appear, GlobalTrack fails to track the
correct target because of limited capability to aggregate global
information and lack of discriminative power. Some typical
failure cases of GlobalTrack are shown in Fig. 1.

Inspired by the success of Transformers [9] and its recent
applications in Computer Vision [10], [11], in this paper, we
propose a Visual Tracking Transformer (VTT) armed with
a transformer encoder-decoder architecture, which aggregates
global information to benefit challenging scenarios for the
long-term tracking. Specifically, the proposed tracker consists
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China (NO. 61872234, 61732010, 61525204) and Shanghai Key Laboratory
of Scalable Computing and Systems. Tao Song (songt333@sjtu.edu.cn) is the
corresponding author.

Fig. 1. A comparison of VTT with GlobalTrack in challenging scenarios. The
first row is a sample video where the target object is occluded. The second
row is a sample video where the target undergoes drastic scale and aspect ratio
change. The third row is a sample video where many instance-level distractors
are present. When faced with occlusion, large scale or aspect ratio variation
and instance-level distractors, GlobalTrack fails while VTT performs well in
such cases. Best viewed in color.

of the following major components: a shared backbone for
correlation feature extraction, a transformer for aggregating
global information and a prediction feed-forward network
(FFN) to perform bounding box regression and classification
on transformer outputs. To the best of our knowledge, this
work is the first to apply transformer architecture in the context
of long-term tracking.

During tracking, VTT first flattens the extracted correlation
feature map to construct a sequence of regions. Then it uses
transformer encoder to aggregate global information, which
models pair-wise relations between regions across long dis-
tances and benefits occlusion. It also shows better generaliza-
tion across scales and ratios without adopting feature-pyramid
networks (FPNs). Next, a transformer decoder decodes a
fixed number of pre-trained queries into the same number of
predictions, conditioned on the encoder memory. Afterwards,
prediction FFN is used to regress relative bounding box
coordinates and perform classification. The top-1 prediction
is simply taken as the tracking result, which is the same way
as GlobalTrack [8] does. To train transformer architecture in
the context of long-term tracking, we propose a novel optimal
assignment loss which takes into account all predictions with-
out potentially dropping hard false-positive samples. Without
the need for human labor to annotate distractors or complex



hard-sample mining strategies, this makes our framework more
data efficient during training and more discriminative.

The performance of VTT is verified on three large-scale
long-term tracking benchmarks, including LaSOT [12], TLP
[13] and OxUvA [14]. VTT outperforms GlobalTrack in all
benchmarks and achieves state-of-the-art performance.

To conclude, the main contributions of this paper are
threefold:
• It is the first to propose a novel long-term tracker,

namely Visual Tracking Transformer(VTT), utilizing a
transformer encoder-decoder architecture. A novel opti-
mal assignment loss is designed for training VTT.

• The proposed architecture aggregates global information
to benefit challenging scenarios including occlusion and
scale or ratio variation. It also shows better discriminative
power against instance-level distractors without extra
labelling or hard-sample mining.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on three long-term
tracking benchmarks. Without bells and whistles, our
approach outperforms GlobalTrack in all datasets and
achieves state-of-the-art results.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Long-term Tracking

Long-term tracking is the task of continuously locating an
arbitrary object in a relatively long video [14]. Compared with
short-term tracking, long-term tracking can reflect more prac-
tical performance of a tracker in the wild [12]. In long-term
tracking, a target could undergo various difficult conditions.
The most challenging ones include occlusions, drastic scale
or ratio variations and distractors. This poses challenges to
traditional tracking algorithms.

Occlusion is one of the greatest challenges for tracking.
Many competitive short-term trackers, such as ECO [15] and
SiamRPN++ [16], fails in occlusion. Other recent studies
perform a global search to mitigate this issue. TLD [1], SPL
[17], and DaSiam LT [6] redetect the tracking target globally
in case of tracking failure, while EBT [7] and GlobalTrack
[8] search globally at every frame. However, they address
occlusion in an indirect way to avoid its effect on performance.
How to accurately track objects during partial and heavy
occlusion has not been addressed.

To deal with drastic scale and ratio variation, many trackers
such as ECO [15] and SiamRPN++ [16] utilize previous
tracking results to crop a tracking window and resize it to
a fixed size. These trackers only work when target trajectories
are smooth. GlobalTrack performs a full image search using
region proposal networks (RPNs) [18]. It utilizes ROI-Align
[19] to extract features and adopts FPNs [20] to cover all
possible sizes. But its performance on large scale objects is
limited because of the long-tail distribution of object size in
the training set.

Instance level distractor is also a challenge for long-term
trackers. ATOM [21] trains a classification component on-
line during tracking to improve discriminative power in the

presence of distractors. However, this leads to high risk of
drifting in very long sequences. DaSiamRPN [6] introduces
hard samples from the same category during training to learn
more discriminative features. GlobalTrack [8] introduces a
cross-query loss where it tries to locate different instances
in the same image and average the loss. However, these
approaches rely on categorical information or extra labelling of
other instances in the same frame, which limits the amount of
data they can utilize. They also break the premise of tracking,
where only visual information of tracking target is available.

In terms of the tracking framework, our method shares
similarity with GlobalTrack. We perform the global search
for the template object in each frame, without relying on any
spatial or temporal locality assumptions. However, our method
differs from GlobalTrack in the following three aspects: (1)
Our method formulates the task of locating desired object in
the whole image as modeling long distance relations between
all region pairs in that image and it uses a transformer encoder-
decoder architecture to generate predictions. In contrast Glob-
alTrack reuses RPN and RCNN heads from Faster-RCNN.
(2) Our method performs tracking on one level feature and
it shows better performance than GlobalTrack, which uses
feature pyramid networks. (3) Our model predicts a reasonable
amount of predictions and our optimal assignment loss takes
into account all the predictions. This allows us to locate
instance-level distractors in an end-to-end way and improve
discriminative ability without the need for cross-query loss or
extra hard-sample mining strategies.

B. Transformers for Sequence to Sequence Prediction

Transformers [9] were first proposed for machine transla-
tion. One of the greatest advantages of transformers is the
ability to compute global relations across long distances,
making them more competitive than RNNs in very long
sequences. Transformers are now gaining popularity over
RNNs in sequence modeling tasks, such as natural language
processing [9], [22], [23] and computer vision [10], [24], [11].
DETR [11] is the first to apply transformer architecture on
detection. It uses transformers to simplify the surrogate tasks
used in state-of-the-art detection methods and forms an end-
to-end architecture. We take inspiration from DETR to build
an end-to-end process using transformers, while aggregating
global information to benefit challenging scenarios.

III. VISUAL TRACKING WITH TRANSFORMERS

In this work, we present Visual Tracking Transformer
(VTT), a global instance search based tracker. Our method
consists of four components: a siamese backbone for correla-
tion feature extraction, a transformer encoder for aggregating
global information, a transformer decoder to transform a fixed
number of pre-trained target queries into the same number
of predictions and a feed-forward network to convert decoder
predictions and produce tracking results. An overview of our
method is shown in Fig. 2.

In the following, we first introduce our VTT architecture
in detail. Then we present the optimal assignment loss used



Fig. 2. The overall architecture of VTT. Siamese backbone is used to extract correlation feature. Transformer encoder encodes all pair-wise relations between
all regions, using the whole image as context. Transformer decoder produces a fixed number of predictions given a pre-trained set of target-queries. The
predictions are then converted to bounding box predictions and confidence scores with a prediction FFN. During tracking, we crop the given target as the
template and take top-1 prediction as the tracking result. Best viewed in color.

in our approach. Finally, we describe the offline training and
online tracking process using VTT.

A. VTT Architecture

a) Correlation Feature Extraction: Similar to SiamRPN,
we use Siamese networks to extract features of template and
search frames and encode their relationship using correlation.
A Siamese network consists of two branches: a template
branch that takes the template Zimg as input and a search
branch that takes the current frame Ximg as input. Both
branches share the same architecture and parameters to extract
features Zfeat ∈ RC×S×S and Xfeat ∈ RC×H×W . In order
to embed information between the Zfeat and Xfeat, the
following function is first learned to transform Zfeat into a
1× 1 kernel:

Zkern = ϕ(Zfeat). (1)

The function ϕ is implemented by a convolution layer with no
activation. Zkern contains the important visual features of the
template patch. Then a correlation map Xcorr is obtained by
performing depth-wise correlation between Zfeat and Xfeat,
as follows

Xcorr = Xfeat ⊗ Zkern, (2)

where ⊗ denotes a channel-by-channel correlation operation.
We show this process in Fig. 3. Since Zkern is a 1 × 1
kernel, the resulting Xcorr has the same size as Xfeat, and
it contains the similarity between Xfeat and Zkern. We use
a 1 × 1 convolution to reduce Xcorr to a lower dimension
correlation map X ′corr ∈ Rd×H×W . Since the transformer
encoder requires a sequence as input, we reshape the two
dimensional correlation map into one dimension, resulting in
a sequence Scorr ∈ Rd×H×W .

b) Transformer Encoder: Transformer encoders use self-
attention mechanism to aggregate global information to benefit
occlusion and scale or ratio variation. It takes sequence Scorr

as input and produces encoder memory Fenc as output. It
consists of several identical encoder layers. Each encoder layer
follows a standard architecture as described in [9] and consists
of a multi-head self-attention module and an FFN with residual
connections.

(2048, 2048) conv

template feature 1x1 kernel

search image feature correlation map

Fig. 3. Illustration of the process of obtaining correlation map Xcorr . The
template feature Zfeat is first converted into a 1 × 1 kernel Zkern by ϕ.
Then channel-by-channel correlation operation is performed between Zkern

and search image feature Xfeat to get correlation feature Xcorr . Best viewed
in color.

Multi-head self-attention is composed of m self-attention
heads to learn multiple distinct transforms in different feature
spaces. The input sequence F is split channelwise into m
sequences, F ′i ∈ Rd′×n, i ∈ {1, ...,m}, d′ = d

m and
n = H×W . The ith self-attention head takes sequence F ′i as
an input, and first obtains query, key and value by

Q =WQ(F
′
i + P ), (3)

K =WK(F ′i + P ), (4)
V =WV F

′
i , (5)

where the query Q, key K, and value V are linear transfor-
mations of sequence F ′i . WQ,WK ,WV ∈ Rd′×d′

. In practice,
we use 1x1 convolution with d′ input and output channels. P
is a fixed positional encoding [10], [24] added to the input of
each attention layer so that the spacial relationship of the two
dimensional feature map is preserved after being collapsed into
one dimension. Then it performs attention operation between
Q, K, V by

F̂ ′i = softmax

(
Q>K√
d′

)
V, (6)

where d′ is a temperature parameter to control the intensity
of attention. The multi-head self-attention output is simply the
concatenation of m single self-attention heads:

F̂ = [F̂ ′1; ...; F̂
′
m], (7)

where [·; ·] denotes concatenation on the channel axis. F̂ has
the same dimension as F .



An FFN layer is added after the multi-head self-attention
layer. In our implementation, we use two-layers of 1x1 con-
volutions with ReLU activations. We add residual connection,
dropout, layernorm after multi-head attention and FFN:

Fatt = layernorm(F + dropout(F̂ )), (8)
Fout = layernorm(Fatt + dropout(FFN(Fatt)), (9)

where Fout ∈ Rd×n is the output of an encoder layer and
it is used as input for each next encoder layer. The encoder
memory Fenc is the output of the last encoder layer.

c) Transformer Decoder: To generate a set of N target
predictions, we supply the decoder with encoder memory Fenc

and a sequence of learned target query vectors Qobj ∈ Rd×N

to produce an output embedding D ∈ Rd×N . Similar to the
transformer encoder, the transformer decoder also consists of
several decoder layers, and each of them contains a multi-head
encoder-decoder attention layer and an FFN.

A multi-head encoder-decoder attention layer splits encoder
memory Fenc and query sequence Qdec channelwise into m
sequences, respectively denoted by F i

enc ∈ Rd′×n, and Qi
dec ∈

Rd′×N , i ∈ [1, ...,m]. Similar to Eq. 3 - 5, the query, key and
value of the ith encoder-decoder attention head is obtained by

Qd =W d
Q(Q

i
dec +Qobj), (10)

Kd =W d
K(F i

enc + P ), (11)

Vd =W d
V F

i
enc. (12)

The attention is then performed in the following way similar
to Eq. 6:

F̂ d
i = softmax

(
Q>d Kd√

d′

)
Vd. (13)

The output of each encoder-decoder attention head is concate-
nated, forming F̂ d. We use residual connections around multi-
head self-attention layer and FFN layer and apply dropout and
layer norm in the same way as what we do with the transformer
encoder. For the first decoder layer, Qdec = Qobj and for the
rest of the decoder layers Qdec is the output of the previous
decoder layer.

d) Prediction feed-forward network: We use a bounding
box regression FFN and a classification FFN to compute object
bounding box and score, respectively. The regression FFN
consists of three linear layers with ReLU activation and a
sigmoid layer. It predicts the relative center coordinates, height
and width of the bounding box with respect to the image
size. The classification FFN is a linear layer that predicts
binary classification using a softmax function. The output is
interpreted as the confidence of the respective bounding box
prediction being the tracking target.

B. Optimal Assignment Loss

For each image pair, VTT produces a fixed number of N
target predictions, denoted as ŷ. We first choose the optimal
prediction and assign it to the ground truth target, then
we calculate classification and bounding box regression loss
according to the assignment result.

Similar to the training of RPN, the first step is to find
the optimal prediction to assign to the ground truth. We
design a simple assignment cost that takes into account both
the score prediction and the bounding box prediction. Let
b be the ground truth bounding box, ŷi = (p̂i, b̂i) denote
the ith prediction, p̂i ∈ [0, 1] be the confidence score and
b, b̂i ∈ [0, 1]4 be vectors that define the relative position of
bounding box center and relative width and height with respect
to the image size. The assignment cost is defined as:

Cassign(ŷi) = −p̂i + Lbox(b, b̂i), (14)

where Lbox(·, ·) is a combination of `1 loss and generalized
IoU loss [25]:

Lbox(b, b̂) = α · Lgiou(b, b̂) + β · ||b− b̂||1, (15)

where α, β are hyperparameters to balance Lgiou and `1 loss.
The prediction with the lowest Cassign is assigned to ground

truth. Let io denote its index. The labels for each prediction
is set to

ci =

{
1, i = io
0, i 6= io

. (16)

The classification loss is a binary cross entropy loss:

Lbce(c, p̂) = −c log p̂− (1− c) log(1− p̂). (17)

The final training loss is then defined as a combination of Lbce

and Lbox:

L(y, ŷ) = Lbox(b, b̂io) + γ ·
N∑
i=1

Lbce(ci, p̂i), (18)

where γ is hyperparameter to scale Lbce.

C. Offline Training and End-to-End Hard Sample Mining

We randomly sample two frames from the same training
video to construct a training pair. For each pair, we choose
one co-exist object in both frames. For one frame, we crop a
square patch according to the object center position and the
longer edge of width and height and resize it to a fixed size as
Zimg . For the other frames, we simply take the whole frame
as Ximg . We run one forward pass of the whole network, and
compute the proposed loss using Eq. 18.

VTT mines hard samples in an end-to-end fashion. Unlike
GlobalTrack, it only requires one instance that exists in both
frames, without needing cross-query loss that runs the same
frame multiple passes with different instances as templates.
The reason is that hard samples are effectively false positive
predictions. Since VTT only produces a reasonable number
of predictions, the loss in Eq. 18 is calculated without any
sampling, making efficient use of hard samples in the same
frame. This makes our model more data-efficient and can
easily utilize more data in the future. Experiments show
that our model is more discriminative against instance-level
distractors and it will be further discussed in Section IV-D.



Fig. 4. Precision and success plots of our method, in comparison with
GlobalTrack and other state-of-the-art trackers on the LaSOT [12] test set.
Compared with GlobalTrack, our method achieves absolute gains of 6.7% in
precision score and 4.0% in success score. VTT also outperforms all other
trackers by a large margin. Best viewed in color.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENT RESULT ON TLP[13]

(%) SR0.5 Success Precision

LCT [26] 8.7 9.9 7.2
ECO [15] 21.9 20.2 21.2
ADNet [27] 22.1 22.3 20.3
MDNet [28] 42.3 37.0 38.4
MBMD [29] 48.1 - -
SiamRPN [30] 51.5 - -
ATOM [21] 47.5 - -
SPLT [5] 52.7 - -
GlobalTrack [8] 63.8 52.0 55.6

VTT (Ours) 66.3 52.2 57.6

D. Online Tracking

The tracking process is simple and straightforward. In the
first frame, we crop the template patch in the same way as in
training. The template patch is fixed throughout the tracking
process with no updating. In each tracking frame, we run a
forward pass of VTT with template patch and current frame
as inputs. We take the top-1 prediction as the tracking result.
We conduct no post-processing, e.g. trajectory refinement and
penalization on large displacements, on the tracking result for
a fair comparison with GlobalTrack, which also does not adopt
any extra post-processing.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation details

We use ResNet-50 [32] as our backbone. The channel
number of the backbone feature is c = 2048. The backbone
of our model is initialized from DETR pretrained on COCO
[33] dataset. Following GlobalTrack, we train our model on
a combination of COCO [33], GOT-10k [34] train set and
LaSOT [12] train set for a fair comparison. COCO is an
image object detection dataset containing over 118k images
and 80 object classes. GOT-10k and LaSOT are visual tracking
datasets, where GOT-10k consists of 10,000 videos belonging
to 563 object classes and LaSOT consists of 1,400 videos
belonging to 70 object classes. For the COCO dataset, from
each image, we randomly select one annotated object as the

TABLE II
EXPERIMENT RESULT ON OXUVA TEST SET

(%) MaxGM TPR TNR

ECO-HC [15] 31.4 39.5 0.0
MDNet [28] 34.3 47.2 0.0
SINT [31] 32.6 42.6 0.0
EBT [7] 28.3 32.1 0.0
DaSiam LT [6] 41.5 68.9 0.0

VTT (Ours) w/o presence 43.0 74.0 0.0

TLD [1] 43.1 20.8 89.5
LCT [26] 39.6 29.2 53.7
SiamFC+R [14] 45.4 42.7 48.1
MBMD [29] 54.4 60.9 48.5
SPLT [5] 62.2 49.8 77.6
GlobalTrack [8] 60.3 57.4 63.3

VTT (Ours) 61.6 61.7 61.5

Fig. 5. Left column: Visualization of decoder attention for example frames
where the target is heavily occluded, in extreme scale variation and in extreme
ratio variation, respectively. Decoder attention can focus on disconnected
regions of the same object, making it robust against these challenging
situations. Right: Precision plots on the LaSOT dataset for sequences with Full
Occlusion, Scale Variation and Aspect Ratio Change attributes. VTT performs
better than any other tracker under occlusion and scale or ratio variation. Best
viewed in color.

template to compose a template-search pair. For GOT-10k and
LaSOT datasets, we randomly sample pairs of frames from
videos with one as the template patch and the other as the
search frame. Scales, crops and horizontal flips are used for
augmentation.



Fig. 6. We visualize self-attention from different encoder layers for a specific
point in the feature map. Lower level encoder layers (left side) attend to
scattered areas that are visually related, while higher level encoder layers
(right side) can aggregate global information and attend to connected regions
that belong to the tracking target. This example also shows the reasoning
process of occlusion. Specifically, layer 5 attends to regions that are directly
connected with the reference point, while layer 6 can attend to regions that
are disconnected from the reference point because of partial occlusion. This
reasoning process improves the robustness of VTT against occlusion. Best
viewed in color.

TABLE III
ENCODER ABLATION

Encoder layers Success ∆S Precision ∆P

0 11.8 -43.9 2.4 -57.1
3 47.6 -8.1 45.8 -13.7

6 55.7 - 59.5 -

We train VTT using AdamW [35]. The backbone is pre-
trained on COCO and is fixed during training. The weights
for each loss described in Eq. 15 and 18 are α = 1, β = 5
and γ = 0.01. We first train our network on COCO for 20
epochs with a learning rate set to 1×10−4. Then we train it on
a combination of COCO, GOT-10K and LaSOT, as described
above, for another 100 epochs. The initial learning rate is set
to 1× 10−4, and decays with a factor of 0.1 at epoch 80. We
implement our method in Python using PyTorch. The training
process takes seven days on eight RTX 2080Ti GPUs with
two images per GPU, while online-tracking runs at 12fps on
a single GPU.

B. Long-term Visual Object Tracking Evaluation

We evaluate our tracker on three large-scale long-term
tracking benchmarks.

LaSOT is the largest long-term tracking dataset [12] for
large scale long-term tracking. The test set contains 280
videos with an average length of 2448 frames. Such a large
dataset introduces great challenges to tracking algorithms. We
compare our tracker with GlobalTrack as well as other state-
of-the-art trackers including ATOM [21], SiamRPN++ [16],
MDNet [28], VITAL [36], SiamFC [37], DSiam [38] and
ECO [15]. The results of GlobalTrack and ATO are obtained
from the project website, while the others are provided by the
official website of LaSOT. As shown in Fig. 4, our method
outperforms GlobalTrack as well as other methods by a large
margin, achieving absolute gains of 6.7% in the precision score
and 4.0% in the success score. The results in such a large
dataset demonstrate that our method using transformers has
great advantages over traditional methods.

TABLE IV
DECODER ABLATION

Decoder layers Success ∆S Precision ∆P

1 54.0 -1.7 57.3 -2.2
3 55.3 -0.4 58.7 -0.8

6 55.7 - 59.5 -

TLP [13] is a large-scale long-term tracking benchmark
containing 50 long videos, each with an average length of
13529 frames. Success rate (SR0.5, under overlap threshold
0.5), success score and precision score are used as evaluation
metrics. We compare our method with GlobalTrack [8], SPLT
[5], ATOM [21], SiamRPN [30], MBMD [29], MDNet [28],
ADNet [27], LCT [26], ECO [15]. The results are shown in
Table I. Our method achieves a 2.5% absolute gain in SR0.5

compared to GlobalTrack and it significantly outperforms
all other methods. The results show that our approach is
competitive in very long videos.

OxUvA [14] is a large scale long-term tracking benchmark.
Its test set contains 166 videos with an average length of
3293 frames. The ground truth of the test set is withheld. The
tracker performance is measured with true positive rate (TPR),
true negative rate (TNR) and maximum geometric mean of
TPR and TNR (MaxGM). The results are shown in Table II.
There are two styles to estimate tracker performance. One is to
predict a bounding box for each frame and compare TPR. VTT
achieves 74.0 in TPR and outperforms the reported best tracker
DaSiam LT [6] by an absolute gain of 5.1%. Another one is
to estimate the target presence for each frame. We simply
set a threshold for the top-1 score of the final prediction. The
frames where the top-1 scores exceed µ = 0.97 are considered
as target presence. Compared with the reported best tracker
SiamFC-R, VTT-PD achieves 16.2% absolute gain in terms
of MaxGM. It also outperforms GlobalTrack by 1.3% in
MaxGM and achieves competitive results against other state-
of-the-art methods. The results show that VTT achieves strong
performance in long-term tracking.

C. Ablation Study

In our ablation study, we show how each component of
transformer influences the final performance. We choose VTT
with ResNet-50 backbone, 6 encoder layers, 6 decoder layers
and hidden size 256. The models are evaluated on the test set
of LaSOT.

1) Encoder Layers: The importance of aggregating global
information is evaluated by experimenting with the number of
encoder layers. The results are shown in Table III. Without
encoder layers, the success and precision score drops by 43.9
points and 57.1 points, respectively. This indicates that the
global aggregation capability achieved with encoder layers
is essential in our architecture. We observe improvement in
performance when the number of encoder layers increases.
Fig. 6 visualizes the attention weights for a specific reference
point from the current target. Although each single encoder



(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Average IoU improvement compared with GlobalTrack at various
scales. Although GlobalTrack utilizes FPN to handle scale variations while our
method does not, we achieve significantly better performance on large scale
objects and consistent improvement on normal-sized objects. This shows that
our tracker generalizes better across scales. Our method obtains, however,
slightly inferior performance at very small objects, we believe that this is
due to the lack of lower-level features in our method. (b) Improvement in
success score for each video at different target ratio variance ranges compared
with GlobalTrack. Target ratio variance is calculated per video. Higher ratio
variance shows a more drastic change in aspect ratio. VTT achieves mean
success score improvements across all sequences, while for sequences with
large ratio variance, VTT achieves significantly better performance than
GlobalTrack.

layer has the ability to model global relations, lower layers
attend to random scattered areas that are visually similar, while
higher level encoder layers aggregate global information and
attend to larger connected areas related to the target. This
phenomenon is similar to convolution networks where lower
level encoder layers focus on visual features and higher level
encoder layers can aggregate global information and interpret
semantics.

2) Decoder Layers: Since decoder is essential for con-
verting target query to final predictions, we use at least one
decoder layer in the ablation study, instead of completely
disabling them like what we did for encoders. Table IV shows
the result. It is worth noting that the success score (AUC)
drops only 1.7 points with one decoder layer and obtains
competitive results. This shows that one decoder layer can
cover most simple cases. We believe that multi-layer decoders
mainly benefit cases where object areas are scattered, e.g.,
when the target is partially occluded.

D. Discussion

1) Handling occlusion: For RPN-based methods, each an-
chor classifies whether a pre-defined region contains the target.
However, during partial or heavy occlusion, the target is split
into parts and they may end up in different regions, causing
inaccurate predictions. In contrast, VTT benefits from global
information aggregation and can model relations across long
distances. Fig. 6 shows that the encoder layers can reason
about the relations between disconnected regions of the same
target. As illustrated in the first row of Fig. 5, even when
the target is heavily occluded, VTT is able to reason the
connections between distant regions of the same target and
produce accurate tracking results.

2) Generalization across scales and ratios: GlobalTrack
combines FPNs and RPNs to handle drastic changes in scale

Fig. 8. Comparison with GlobalTrack in terms of discriminative ability
against instance level distractors. Higher score around ground truth and lower
score around other instances denote better discriminative ability. GlobalTrack
predicts higher scores for instance level distractors while ours predicts much
lower scores for distractors. This shows that our method has significantly
better discriminative power compared with GlobalTrack. Best viewed in color
and zoomed in.

Fig. 9. An example video where an instance distractor is constantly present.
GlobalTrack fails to discriminate between tracking target and distractor and is
constantly attracted to the wrong target, while our method shows much better
discriminative ability and stays on the tracking target throughout the whole
sequence. Best viewed in color.

during tracking. However, because of the long-tailed property
of object scales and ratios in training data, objects with
extreme scales are rarely seen during training. As a result,
GlobalTrack produces inferior results when the target under-
goes significant scale or aspect ratio changes.

VTT can aggregate global information and reason about
relations of different regions across long-distance, hence its
performance is not affected by scales. To demonstrate this
effect, we visualize decoder attention for the final prediction.
As shown in the second and third rows of Fig. 5, decoder
attention focuses on target extremities regardless of the target
size. As a result, VTT can generalize well across different
scales and aspect ratios. Fig. 7b shows that VTT achieves
significant improvement over GlobalTrack in sequences with
high aspect ratio variance, while Fig. 7a shows that VTT
achieves consistent improvement for normal-sized targets and
significant improvement for large scale objects. It does, how-
ever, obtain slightly inferior results at very small scales. We
believe that this is because low-level features are not used in
our method.



3) Against instance-level distractors: GlobalTrack utilizes
FPNs to search on different scales of feature maps. This
results in an astronomical amount of anchors in the RPN layer,
causing extremely unbalanced samples and huge computation
overhead. GlobalTrack samples negative predictions in order to
address this issue. This strategy leads to loss of hard-samples.
To mitigate this effect, GlobalTrack proposes a cross-query
loss to increase discriminative ability against instance-level
distractors. However, it requires extra annotations of other
instances in the same image, making it unfeasible on tracking
datasets such as the GOT-10K train set and LaSOT train set,
where only one instance is annotated per video.

Our method, on the other hand, makes fewer predictions,
hence it does not require any sampling. All hard cases naturally
end up in the final predictions. It does not require extra human
labor to annotate potential hard samples. This makes our model
more discriminative against instance-level distractors. In Fig.
8, we present multiple examples to show that our tracker is
significantly more discriminative compared with GlobalTrack.
In Fig. 9, we present a challenging video where GlobalTrack
is constantly drawn to the distractor while our method stays
on the correct target throughout the whole video. This proves
that our architecture is more data-efficient and more suitable
for tracking tasks.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new architecture with trans-
formers for long-term visual object tracking, namely Vi-
sual Tracking Transformer (VTT). It can aggregate global
information and benefit challenging tracking scenarios like
occlusion and scale or ratio variation. It also shows strong
discriminative ability against instance-level distractors without
extra labelling or hard-sample mining. It achieves state-of-the-
art performance on three large-scale long-term tracking bench-
marks. We believe, as the first work to successfully address
challenging long-term tracking scenarios using transformers,
this new approach will benefit future research.
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